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Abstract

Many countries utilize discretionary trade policies that target particular firms and products
at particular times. Since they are often illegal under WTO rules, the ability to empirically study
the drivers and consequences of these policies—and more generally to study hard-to-measure
non tariff barriers—has been limited. We study the prominent protectionist experience of Ar-
gentina in the early 2010s, where we observe detailed records from a system of discretionary
approvals affecting all imports. The restrictions varied across firms in a manner consistent
with the government’s rhetoric of encouraging investment and exports. Restrictions also varied
across time in an attempt to safeguard the current account, becoming more stringent for initially
less-restricted firms when macro conditions worsened. Utilizing these sources of variation to in-
strument for the quantity restrictions imposed by the policy, we find that firm-level quantitative
restrictions increased the prices paid by importers—contrary to the prediction of falling prices
generating terms of trade gains from competitive models of trade policy. A trade model with
bargaining matched to these responses reveals that high bargaining power of foreign exporters
vis-a-vis Argentinian importers shapes the impacts of trade policy.
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I Introduction

Governments often implement discretionary trade policies that favor or punish particular firms
and sectors at different times.1 The recent backlash against globalization has only emboldened
governments in this regard (Baldwin and Evenett, 2020). A shift towards protectionist policies has
been a tenet of political movements across many countries since at least the mid 1990s, and further
accelerated since the 2008 financial crisis (Walter, 2021; Colantone et al., 2021). Many of these
policies take the form of hard-to-measure non-tariff barriers (Ederington and Ruta, 2016) and may
be illegal under WTO rules. Because detailed information about these policies is hard to come
by, their analysis has been limited. What are the forces driving these episodes, and what are the
consequences of such policies?

In this paper, we study trade policy restrictions imposed by Argentina in the early 2010’s.
Between 2012–2015, the government instituted a system of non-automatic import licenses—the
Advanced Sworn Import Declaration system or DJAI by its initials in Spanish—whereby every
import transaction required prior approval at the government’s discretion. After a new government
unexpectedly took office in 2015, the DJAI system was formally disbanded. This episode is unique
in that the Argentinean government not only flagrantly violated WTO rules, but also kept detailed
records of these actions. The cornerstone of this paper is the electronic records for the universe of
firm requests and government approval decisions between 2013 and 2015. Using these records, we
can study the determinants and consequences of a discretionary trade policy that was heterogeneous
at highly granular levels. Our key finding is that the quantitative trade restrictions increased
transaction-level import prices. This result runs against the predictions of competitive trade policy
models where import restrictions improve the terms of trade, but can be rationalized in models
with foreign market power.

We begin by showing that approval rates for import requests varied greatly both across time and
across firms. During the DJAI time period, 30% of requests covering 36.5% of requested value were
denied. Over time, we uncover a link between high-frequency variation in macroeconomic conditions
and the level of protection. Specifically, during periods of higher macro instability, when Argentina’s
foreign reserves were dwindling, trade protection became more stringent. Cross-sectionally, there
was substantial variation in the protection afforded to certain firms, with firm identities alone
explaining about 25% of the variance in the likelihood of approvals across all requests, far more
then the variation explained by narrow product identifiers.2 This variation is linked to observables
in the pre-policy period: the government treated more favorably requests made by firms and sectors
(at the HS4 level) that, pre-DJAI, exported more, were importers of capital goods, or had higher

1Staiger and Tabellini (1989) define discretionary trade policy as pursuing activist trade policy “judging each
situation on a case by case basis” instead of according to pre-specified rules.

2Special economic zones are a prominent case of trade policies that lead to differential treatment of firms within
product groups as firms located within these zones may receive tariff reductions on imported inputs that are not
granted to firms outside the zones. Grant (2020) studies special economic zones in the US, arguing that they serve to
price-discriminate across buyers. Guillouet et al. (2021) studies the case of Myanmar, arguing that special economic
zones facilitate knowledge transfer of multinationals.
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employment. Although there were no written rules detailing the criteria for denials, this structure
of protectionism is consistent with the government’s rhetoric—as laid out in public statements by
high-ranking officials—of imposing restrictions to encourage domestic investment, promote exports,
protect employment from import competition, and reduce the demand for foreign currency (WTO,
2014).

We then turn to the effects of this discretionary trade policy on imported quantities and border
(i.e. pre-tariff) prices. Regardless of the specific policy motivation, a central view in interna-
tional trade posits that the aggregate economic effects of trade policy materialize through terms-
of-trade effects (Bagwell and Staiger, 1999). The raw data reveal falling imported quantities within
firm-product cells (through both smaller and less-frequent import transactions), falling number
of importing firms within products, and rising prices paid by importers during the DJAI period.
Moreover, the quantity reductions and the price increases were larger for firms whose pre-DJAI ob-
servables (e.g. capital imports, exports, and employment) made them prone to stricter restrictions
during the DJAI period. While the declines in import quantities from more stringent restrictions
are consistent with our priors, the rising import prices are not. Notably, the classic argument for
optimal tariffs, supported by the empirical evidence in Broda et al. (2008) and Bagwell and Staiger
(2011) among others, rests on import restrictions improving rather than worsening the terms of
trade.3

Of course, many shocks besides DJAI took place across these three phases (pre, during, and
post DJAI) that coincided with one re-election and a political turnover. Therefore, to discover
whether these DJAI-induced quantity restrictions did indeed raise the prices paid by importers, we
turn to examining a plausibly exogenous source of policy variation across firms and over time at a
quarterly frequency within the DJAI period.

To instrument for these DJAI-induced quantity restrictions, we leverage interactions between
the time- and the firm- and sector-level determinants of the trade policy discussed above. A
lasso IV strategy that selects among a rich set of possible interactions finds that the firms and
products whose pre-DJAI characteristics made them a less-likely target for rejections initially, were
increasingly targeted during subsequent periods of macro instability, when reserves were falling.
This result is consistent with the government ranking firms based on its policy preferences, as
mentioned above, at first restricting imports for those high up the ranking but later restricting
firms further down to shore up dwindling foreign reserves. Instrumenting with this interaction
between time-varying foreign reserves and predicted approval rates addresses the reverse causality
concern related to approval rates responding to contemporaneous firm-level shocks. A placebo
shows that our instrument is not simply picking up that the types of firm initially favored by the

3Of course, to fully establish that the terms of trade worsened, one would need to also measure impacts on export
prices from the DJAI quantity restrictions. Our empirical evidence shows no relationship between DJAI restrictions
and export prices across sectors with varying degrees of protection. Like most papers studying the impact of import
restrictions, our empirical strategy of looking across more and less-heavily targeted sectors cannot capture economy-
wide effects. However, we are not aware of models of trade policy where import prices rise in the sectors the policy
restricts the most, yet export prices rise relative to imports. The framework that we use in the quantitative section
assumes an outside good, hence it abstracts from effects on export prices.
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government react more to macroeconomic instability. Moreover, the time path of which firms were
favored and which were not is inverted when performing this within-DJAI analysis compared to
the previous between-policy-regime. Since we find similar elasticities in the between- and within-
analyses, confounding firm-specific trends are unlikely to be driving our results, as they would
generate biases in opposite directions in the two analyses.

To implement such an identification strategy, we use transaction-level import data to estimate
the effects of the trade policy on the imported quantities in a first stage, and on prices paid to
foreign suppliers in response to policy-induced import changes in the second stage. As with the
between-policy-period analysis, firm-product pairs experiencing more stringent import restrictions
over time within the DJAI period substantially reduced imported quantities and raised prices. In
other words, Argentinean importers ended up paying more for less.

The finding of import price increases is inconsistent with the prediction of a textbook competi-
tive trading environment in which, as in our context, the importing country decides the allocation
of the import licenses. In that case, the importing country faces an infinitely elastic or upward
sloping supply of imports for each product as a function of the price received by foreign exporters.
Such a competitive open economy would be either unable to affect (before-tariff) import prices
through import restrictions or, if it was, it would lower them, much like a monopsonist lowers up-
stream prices by buying less (e.g., see Dixit and Norman, 1980).4 These neoclassical forces underpin
modern quantitative analysis of trade policy, but our evidence runs counter to their predictions.5

Therefore, the finding that the import prices rise with import restrictions is suggestive of de-
viations from a competitive environment.6 Quantitative restrictions, such as binding quotas, me-
chanically raise import prices when a foreign monopolist moves along the domestic demand curve
(e.g. see Helpman and Krugman, 1989). However, a situation of pure foreign monopoly does not
match the institutional environment we study, because the import licenses were assigned to do-
mestic importers. As foreign exporters did not automatically held rights to their monopoly rents,
a situation of bilateral monopoly more accurately describes our context. In support of a role for
imperfect competition or bargaining power, we find that import prices increased less in response to
the import restrictions when the importer’s market share of product-origin level imports –a proxy
for the exporter’s capacity to set prices– was higher.

We use a simple model with these features to show theoretically how the quantitative restrictions
imposed by Argentina may have led to increased prices, and to quantify the aggregate impact of

4Our empirical results pertain exclusively to before-tariff import prices. While before-tariff import prices fall with
import restrictions in neoclassical models, tariff-inclusive prices typically increase.

5This argument presumes that the foreign import supply to Argentina is upward sloping, as is usually assumed.
Prices could increase with import restrictions given downward sloping supplies.

6An alternative explanation that would be consistent with a competitive benchmark, in the spirit of theory
and evidence from Krishna (1987) and Feenstra (1988), is that the quantitative restrictions imposed by Argentina
resulted in quality-upgrading or selection of higher-quality exporters within the narrow 11-digit product by unit of
measurement by origin categories that we observe in the trade data. Quality investments within exporters are unlikely
in a context such as ours, with highly time-varying restrictions. Using additional barcode data for a subset of sectors,
we show that selection based on quality was also implausible in our context (in progress). Our empirical analysis
(also in progress) also assesses other possible explanations, such as a role for uncertainty premia.
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these distortions. Specifically, we model an economy with an outside sector and with free entry
into a monopolistically competitive import sector, as in Venables (1987). We further incorporate
a standard formulation of price bargaining between importers and exporters.7 In the limiting case
where exporters hold all the power, the model corresponds to a standard case with monopolistically-
competitive exporters.

To this model, we introduce the discretionary trade policies implemented by Argentina. Our
theoretical and quantitative analyses hinge on the fact—very much evident in the data—that larger
requests were less likely to be approved. We estimate these “penalty rates,” defined as the elasticity
of approval rates to request size, and show that the changes in these rates over time and across
products led to changes in prices and quantities consistent with the earlier reduced-form empirical
analysis, with higher penalty elasticities leading to smaller quantities and higher prices. Impor-
tantly, the model shows that the import prices increase with penalty rate elasticities, like we see in
the data, if and only if foreign bargaining power is large enough. Intuitively, the larger the foreign
bargaining power, the more the model behaves like one where the equilibrium prices lie on the
domestic import demand curve. Hence, for large enough foreign bargaining power, higher penalty
rates operate like negative supply shocks that raise the foreign price. In this way, the magnitude
of the quantity and price responses to the penalty rate identify the bargaining power. Through
this logic, we can use Argentina’s DJAI system to identify a key parameter that determines foreign
prices and therefore the split of the gains from trade.8

In the quantitative section (preliminary), we jointly calibrate the bargaining power parameter
and the foreign supply elasticity to match the estimated price and quantity responses alongside
moments from the import request distribution. Our preliminary calibration finds that Argentine
importers appropriate about 30% of the joint surplus of the relationship. Performing counterfactuals
with the calibrated model, we find that the DJAI policy had a large impact on import quantities
and prices: the policy caused 8 percentage points lower import quantity growth and 20 percentage
points higher import price growth. The impacts of the policy, however, crucially depend on the
degree of domestic bargaining power. Had Argentine importers been the dominant partner in
their trading relationships, with a domestic bargaining power of 90% instead of 30%, the DJAI
quantitative restrictions would have lowered prices rather than raised them. Taken together, our
results suggest that weak bargaining power may limit the ability of trade policy to improve the
terms of trade in developing country contexts like Argentina.

Our paper relates to studies of the price effects of trade policy. Despite their relevance, there
is limited evidence on the price effects of protectionist trade policy in general—let alone of dis-
cretionary policies or quantitative restrictions that are arguably more common than tariffs, with

7Recent frameworks including a bargaining problem between importers and exporters include McLaren (1997),
Ornelas and Turner (2008), Bernard and Dhingra (2019), Antràs and Staiger (2012), Grossman and Helpman (2020),
and Alviarez et al. (2021).

8In work in progress, we implement a version of this model that further includes ex-ante investments, as in
Antràs and Staiger (2012). In such a context, imports fall due to lower ex-ante investments even if the penalty
rate is independent from size. The elasticity of imports to rejection probability reflects the importance of ex-ante
investments in output.
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many of the existing empirical studies focusing on the impacts of changes in (WTO-legal) tariff
barriers.9 Feenstra (1989), Romalis (2007), De Loecker et al. (2016), and Irwin (2014) find that,
across different countries and time periods, before-tariff import prices fall with higher tariff rates.
Recent analyses of the US-China trade war such as Amiti et al. (2019), Fajgelbaum et al. (2020),
and Cavallo et al. (2019) find that US tariffs did not impact import prices. Two papers ana-
lyze effects of quotas on import prices. Khandelwal et al. (2013) find lower Chinese export prices
with the removal of export quotas on Chinese textile exporters, consistent with a positive supply
shock through lower export costs in a competitive environment.10 Using industry-level trade flows,
Winkelmann and Winkelmann (1998) show that, within some industries, US export prices to New
Zealand increased in the year that New Zealand lifted import quotas. A key feature of our study is
that we observe quantitative restrictions on every import transaction, with the restrictions varying
substantially across firms and across transactions within firms. Combining these cross-sectional
and time-varying determinants of firm-level restrictions, we find that import prices rise with more
stringent quantitative restrictions.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the Argentinian context and the main
features of trade policy pre, during and post the DJAI period. Section III explores the variation
in the policy across time and across firms and sectors while Section IV studies the effect of the
policy on import quantities and prices. Section V presents our theoretical framework and Section
VI contains our quantitative exercises. Section VII concludes.

II Institutional Background and Data Sources

II.A Argentina’s DJAI System

We provide some background on the discretionary trade policy—the Advanced Sworn Im-
port Declaration system or DJAI for its initials in Spanish—that operated in Argentina between
2012–2015.

After a deep economic crisis in 2002, Argentina experienced a period of strong economic growth
and trade surpluses fueled by favorable terms of trade and expansive fiscal and monetary policies.
However, by 2009 the current account began deteriorating and inflation was rising (Appendix
Figure A.2 shows time paths of key macroeconomic variables). In this context, the government
implemented non-automatic import licenses (NAILs) on a small set of key imported products.
Between 2009 and 2011, the number of 8-digit products covered by NAILs grew from about 200 to
600 andthe share of import value rose from 5% to 17% (Bernini and Garcia-Lembergman, 2020).

In October 2011, after winning re-election and amid stagnating GDP and rapidly falling interna-
tional reserves, the government of Christina Fernández de Kirchner implemented strong currency

9See Fajgelbaum and Khandelwal (2021) for a review of this evidence and Ederington and Ruta (2016) for the
evidence on the prevalence of non-tariff policies.

10In their case, exporters had to bid for an export quota in China, driving up the marginal costs. No such licensing
on the exporter existed in our Argentinian context. Instead, the trading rights were assigned by Argentina to its
importing firms.
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controls. However, the foreign reserve outflow continued and the formal-informal exchange rate
gap widened (see Appendix Figure A.2). In February 2012, the government launched a new system
of trade interventions, the DJAI, which is the focus of this paper. We return to the relation-
ships between trade policy and macroeconomic imbalances when constructing an instrument for
quantity-restricting trade policy in Section IV.B.

The DJAI greatly expanded the extent of Argentina’s discretionary trade policy to cover all
imported products. Prior to importing, every firm had to request authorization from the Secretariat
of Trade specifying the value, quantity, origin, and HS code. While a request was under review or
if it had been denied, the Central Bank did not clear the payment and Customs did not release
the shipment. Section B of the Appendix contains additional details about the NAILs and DJAI
systems.

As we will show, the DJAI system was abandoned on November 1st 2015, a week after an
unexpectedly strong presidential election tally by the opposition party forced a run-off election.
The challenger, Mauricio Macri, won the run-off election on November 22nd. The new government
took power on December 10th. The DJAI was formally repealed on December 21st and the Macri
government returned to the NAILs system that covered a limited number of products.

Authorization during the DJAI period was discretionary, with the government not making public
the requirements. Informal communications between the government and firms signaled that the
government would manage trade to improve the trade balance, control domestic inflation, and foster
import substitution and investment in Argentina.11 WTO rules require that the basis for granting
import licenses be made public and their application be fair and non-discriminatory. Thus, the
DJAI system (and its predecessor, the NAILs system) was considered an illegal Restrictive Trade-
related Requirement (RTR) by the European Union and international institutions, prompting WTO
disputes (WTO, 2014). Our goal in the next sections is to shed light on how this discretionary
trade policy system operated in practice, and its impacts on the quantities and prices of Argentina’s
imports.

II.B Data Sources

We obtained access to confidential data on the universe of import requests corresponding to the
DJAI system filed from January 2013, when formal bookkeeping started, until December 2017. For
each request we observe a firm identifier, the value and quantity requested, an 11-digit HS product
code (HS11), the country of origin, and the measurement unit.12 Crucially, we also observe the
quantity and value that was approved. Throughout the paper, we define a “product” as a unique
11-digit code, origin, and measurement unit triplet; and we define a “sector” as a 4-digit ISIC rev-2

11Consistent with these objectives, importers could appeal a denial decision by providing detailed information on
its operation over the last three years as well as future projections.

12The product code is an 11-digit code that combines an 8-digit code from the NCM (Nomenclatura Común del
Mercosur) with an extra 3-digit code specific to Argentina. The NCM is based on the Harmonized System (HS). For
example, the 8-digit code 0901.11.10 contains coffee grains that are not roasted nor decaffeinated. The 11-digit codes
split the beans further into arabica (0901.11.10.100) and robusta (0901.11.10.200).
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industry.
The same source reports records for the universe of actual trade transactions (quantity and value

imported and exported) from January 2011 to December 2017 using the same firm and product
identifiers.13 For auxiliary analysis, we draw on a longer time series of exports from Datamyne and
Comtrade at the month-HS11 level. We also obtain information on the product codes covered by
the NAILs system in place before and after the DJAI period from the Global Trade Alert database.

We match the firm-level identifiers to the 2011 file of the Dun & Bradstreet Hoovers (D&B)
database to obtain firm-level information about their industry (8-Digit SIC Code), sales, employ-
ment and ownership structure. We match 68.5% of firms, representing 94.1% of value imported in
our data. Using the Ultimate Parent Company (UPC) field we identify ownership for 7.5% of our
firms covering 72.4% of import values, and we assume firms are domestically owned if they appear
in D&B but the UPC is missing. Through this approach we classify 5.95% of firms (accounting for
47.7% of import value) as foreign-owned.

We obtain information on employment, compensation, and number of firms across 311 sectors
(4-digit ISIC Rev. 3 codes) from the Observatorio de Empleo y Dinámica Empresarial (OEDE)
within Argentina’s Ministry of Labor. These statistics are calculated from administrative social
security data covering the universe of formal private-sector employees in the country.

III Determinants of Import Restrictions Across Firms and Sectors

In this section, we show how the DJAI trade restrictions varied across time, firms, and sec-
tors. Section (III.A) documents that the government frequently rejected transaction-level import
requests, a practice that all but disappeared when the new government was elected. Section III.B
makes the case that these polices were primarily firm specific rather than product specific. In
addition, we identify the firm and sectoral characteristics associated with higher protection, and
we contrast these patterns with informal accounts from government officials regarding the goal of
these restrictions. Given the paucity of empirical evidence on discretionary trade policies, these de-
scriptive findings are of independent interest. In later sections, we exploit features of this temporal,
firm and sectoral variation to generate causal estimates of the impact of these policies.

III.A Approval Rates across Requests and Time

Table 1 presents summary statistics for approval rates across requests. While the DJAI system
was in place, 29.2% of requests were fully denied with a further 1.3% partially denied. In terms of
value, 36.5% of total value requested was denied. With the repeal of the DJAI system under the
Macri government, 98.1% of requests covering close to 90% of value were fully approved.

The left panel of Figure 1 plots the time series of the share of requests and requested value
approved by month. The figure shows a sudden and permanent jump in approvals when the DJAI

13We validate that our trade data closely tracks aggregates from the OECD (see Figure A.1).
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics of Requests and Approvals

DJAI Period Post DJAI Period
Requests per year 3,413,878 2,623,489
Requests fully approved 69.5% 98.1%
Requests partially approved 1.3% 0.2%
Requests fully rejected 29.2% 1.7%
Total value approved 63.5% 89.5%

Notes: The DJAI period (first column) uses data from January 1st 2013 to October 1st 2015. The Post-DJAI

period uses data from January 1st 2016 to December 31st 2017.

Figure 1: Approval rates over time

(a) Share of requests and value approved (b) Approvals and foreign reserves during DJAI

Notes: Panel A plots the time path of the share of requests fully approved (i.e. number of requests approves divided
by total requests), and the share of value approved at a monthly frequency. The horizontal line marks the formal end
of the DJAI system following the election of the Macri government. Panel B plots both approval rates and foreign
currency reserves over time. Reserves are monthly averages of the level of foreign currency reserves (solid gray line).
The approval rate, plotted as a dotted line, is the total monthly approved import value divided by the total monthly
requested import value.

policy stopped being enforced after the general election of October 25th 2015.14 There is also
substantial heterogeneity within the DJAI period. At the start of our data, in January 2013,
almost 90% of proposals were approved. This approval rate fell rapidly to around 55% in late 2013,
from where it started an uneven recovery to about 80% followed by another fall to 70% at the tail
end of the DJAI regime in October 2015.

As discussed above, the introduction of the DJAI system was a partial response to mount-
ing pressure on Argentina’s formal exchange rate and falling international reserves (see Appendix
Figure A.2). Consistent with this narrative, we find that the approval rates co-moved with macroe-
conomic conditions within the DJAI period. The right panel of Figure 1 shows a strong positive

14Appendix C shows daily approvals around the time of government transition. Virtually all requests were approved
immediately after October 25th 2015 even though the Kirchner government remained in power until December 10th.
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co-movement between international reserves and the fraction of requested value approved at a
monthly frequency. This correlation suggests that trade policy restrictions were used to stabilize
macroeconomic outcomes alongside reserve interventions and exchange rate controls.

One obvious question is whether the policy was binding. Firms could have inflated the size or
frequency of their requests just enough to obtain their desired level of imports. Our main empirical
analysis in Section IV answers this question by showing that (plausibly exogenous) reductions in
approval rates reduced the total quantity of firm-product imports at the quarterly or half-yearly
level. However, three pieces of ancillary evidence suggest that requests were not artificially inflated.

First, as shown in Table 1, partial approvals were rare so any such inflation would mainly take
the form of additional requests. Second, Appendix E shows that increases in quantities approved
translated one-for-one into increases in imported quantities. Since importers were not obliged to
import the full amount of approved requests, artificially inflated sizes or numbers of requests to game
the system would have resulted in less-than-complete imports of approved requests whenever they
received an unexpected approval. Third, as we document in Section VI.A, inflating the quantity or
number of requests came at a cost, since approval rates were declining in total quantity requested
within a 6 month timeframe.

III.B Heterogeneity across Firms and Sectors

The goal of this section is twofold. First, we provide evidence that the DJAI was a system
of firm-specific trade policies. Not only was there substantial variation in approval rates across
products—as we would expect with more-standard trade policies—but approval rates varied even
more across firms importing the same highly-disaggregated products. Second, we show that the
policy was far from random. Approvals were systematically related to observable characteristics of
firm and sectors in ways that were broadly consistent with informal government accounts.

We start by documenting that the DJAI was a system of firm-specific trade policies. Table 2
reports the variance decomposition from projecting the approval rate of a request (defined as the
share of the request value that is approved) on both firm and product fixed effects (with products
defined as unique combinations of HS11 codes, unit of measurement, and origin country). To ensure
the resulting fixed effect estimates are comparable, we restrict attention to the largest connected set
of firms and products (containing more than 99% of firms and products). The first column reports
this decomposition for the DJAI period and the second column for the Macri period. During the
DJAI period, firm identities account for the vast majority of the variation with 24.6% of the total
variance in approval rates explained by the firm fixed effects and only 2.2% explained by (narrowly-
defined) product category fixed effects. Consistent with the Macri government returning to a more
traditional system of infrequently-applied product-level restrictions, the total variation in approval
rates across requests fell dramatically, with the share of that smaller variation accounted for by
the firm fixed effects dropping by more than half and the share accounted for by the product share
almost quadrupling.15

15Of course, the total variation falling is partly mechanical since our Macri sample period is about two-thirds the
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Table 2: Variance decomposition of approval rates

During DJAI Post DJAI
Total sum of squares 1,967,384 47,956
Fraction explained by

Firm IDs 24.58% 10.58%
Product IDs 2.20% 8.46%

Notes: The table reports a variance decomposition coming from the regression ARsfi = µf +µi +

εsfi where ARsfi is the ratio of value approved to value requested, s is an import request, f is firm,

i is a product (defined as a HS11 code-unit of measurement-origin combination) and µf and µi are

firm and product fixed effects. The percentage of explained variance is 100×(partial SS/TSS) were

SS stands for sum of squares. The partial SS is the difference between the explained SS excluding

the variable and including the variable. The during DJAI period runs from January 1, 2013 to

October 31 2015. The post DJAI period runs from January 1, 2016 to December 31, 2017. In order

to identify firm and product fixed effects, we restrict each period’s sample to the largest connected

set of firms and products, which represents 98.90% of firms and 99.71% of products during DJAI

and 98.94% of firms and 99.67% of products post DJAI.

We now turn to documenting the characteristics of firms and products that are most-heavily
targeted by these discretionary trade policies. We project firm-product level approval rates rates
during the DJAI period on a range of firm and sectoral characteristics in the Pre-DJAI period:

ARfi = βXf + γZh + εfi, (1)

where f is a firm, i is a narrow product (defined as an HS11-unit of measurement-origin com-
bination), and h is the HS4 sector corresponding to the product i. We consider sectoral (HS4)
rather than finer product-level characteristics, as this is closer to the level of granularity that
domestic production data is reported at, and so to the level that governments may make in-
dustrial policy decisions at. Letting s denote an import request, the firm-level approval rate
ARfit =

∑
s∈t q

A
fis

/∑
s∈t q

R
fis for a period t is defined as the ratio of the total quantity approved,∑

s∈t q
A
fis, over the total quantity requested,

∑
s∈t q

R
fis, for a firm-product pair either throughout the

DJAI years or in the first 6 months of our DJAI sample. The firm and sector-level characteristics
in Xf and Zh come from either customs records or the D&B database and are measured in 2011,
prior to the enactment of the DJAI. Our firm-level characteristics in Xf include: 1) whether the
firm imported capital goods,16 2) whether the firm exported, 3) whether the firm was domestically
owned, 4) the firm’s log total revenue, and 5) and the firm’s log total number of employees. The

length of our DJAI sample period. However, the total sum of squares falls by a factor of 40.
16We define capital goods using correspondence tables from 6-digit HS codes to broad economic categories (BEC)

produced by the United Nations. The correspondence table is available at https://unstats.un.org/unsd/trade/
classifications/correspondence-tables.asp. We consider as capital goods the 6-digit HS codes classified as
capital goods, and as non-capital goods every other HS code (including the unclassified ones). With this classification,
72.0% of firms imported a capital good at least once and 20.7% of total import values were capital goods.
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sector-level characteristics in Zh are 2011 import-value weighted averages of the previous firm-level
characteristics, i.e., for each HS4 code: the fraction of importers that imported capital goods, the
fraction of importers that exported, the fraction of importers that were domestically owned, the
log of importers’ revenue, and the log of importers number of employees.

Table 3 reports these regression results. The dependent variable in column 1 is the firm-
product approval rate calculated for the entire DJAI period. We find that, all else equal, capital
importers, exporters, and firms with many employees were more likely to be approved for imports.
Domestically-owned firms and firms with high revenues were less likely to be approved. We find
similar patterns at the sectoral level except that sectors with a larger share of domestically-owned
firms see higher approval rates. Given the large number of covariates, these are all conditional
associations with Figure A.5 reporting the pairwise correlations between the characteristics.

These findings are consistent with the government’s rhetoric of imposing restrictions to encour-
age domestic investment, promote exports, and protect domestic producers from import compe-
tition. In public statements and speeches, high-ranking officials advertised a policy of “managed
trade” with the objectives of substituting imports for domestically-produced goods and reducing
or eliminating trade deficits (WTO, 2014).

Column 2 of Table 3 repeats the exercise using the approval rates in the first 6 months of the
regime as the dependent variable, with very similar results. The predicted values from this time
restricted specification will be a key input to constructing an instrument for subsequent changes in
approval rates that we will introduce in the next section.
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Table 3: Relationship between approval rates under DJAI and firm and sectoral characteristics before
DJAI

Dependent Variable: Approval Rate

Complete DJAI Period First Quarter of DJAI

Firm-level IHS imports 0.012*** (0.000) 0.020*** (0.000)
IHS exports 0.0050*** (0.000) 0.0018*** (0.000)
1{trade surplus} 0.0021** (0.001) 0.019*** (0.002)
IHS capital imports 0.0034*** (0.000) 0.0042*** (0.000)
1{domestic ownership} -0.026*** (0.001) -0.021*** (0.001)
log(revenue)† -0.0079*** (0.000) -0.0052*** (0.000)
1{revenue missing} -0.15*** (0.003) -0.11*** (0.005)

log(employees)† 0.012*** (0.000) 0.0072*** (0.000)
1{employment missing} 0.072*** (0.002) 0.066*** (0.004)

Sector-level IHS imports 0.041*** (0.001) 0.036*** (0.001)
(of imported good) IHS exports 0.00025 (0.000) 0.00021 (0.001)

1{trade surplus} 0.017*** (0.001) 0.017*** (0.001)
IHS capital imports -0.016*** (0.000) -0.016*** (0.001)
Fraction domestically owned 0.013*** (0.001) 0.011*** (0.002)
log(total revenue) 0.014*** (0.000) 0.013*** (0.001)
log(total employment) -0.029*** (0.000) -0.027*** (0.001)

Observations 931,175 200,331
R2 0,892 0,923
F -statistic 851,837 353,244

Notes: Table shows regressions of firm-product-level approval rates on firm characteristics and sectoral character-
istics. The approval rate AR is the firm-product-level mean of the ratio of quantity approved to requested during
the whole DJAI regime, January 2012 to October 2015 (column 1), or during the first 6 months of the regime,
January–June 2013 (column 2). The firm and sectoral characteristics are calculated with 2011 data, before the start
of the DJAI regime. Revenue and employment data are not recorded for all firms so we code missing values as zero
(indicated by † on the table) and include a dummy for missing observations as a separate regressor. The sectoral
aggregates are weighted by 2011 import values. The sectors are 4-digit HS codes. Robust (HC3) standard errors
shown in parentheses. Asterisks indicate 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) significance.
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IV The Effects of Import Restrictions on Quantities and Prices

The previous section documented how trade policies under the DJAI varied across time, firms
and sectors. We now turn to exploring the impact of these policies on import quantities and
prices. The effects on quantities directly answers the question did these policies act as binding
quantity restrictions. If quantities did fall, the effects on prices speak to terms of trade effects and
hence the potential welfare benefits of such trade polices for Argentina. Specifically, did prices
paid by Argentinian importers fall as a neoclassical trade model would suggest as reductions in
Argentinean demand move foreign suppliers down their (upward sloping) supply curve. Finally,
both these effects will inform the structure of a model of trade relationships that we will use to
perform counterfactuals with relevance to other types of trade policy and other countries.

As a first-pass, we explore graphically the evolution of prices and quantities for products and
firms that were more or less restricted. We then we develop an instrumental variable strategy that
leverages the heterogeneity in the policy across time, firms and sectors.

IV.A Quantities and Prices Pre, During and Post the DJAI Period

We start by simply plotting the change in import quantities, prices, and the number of importing
firms over the pre, during and post DJAI periods. To do so, we run regressions of log annual import
quantities and log (quantity-weighted) prices on period (pre, during, and post-DJAI) dummies and
firm-product fixed effects. Prices here, as reported in the administrative customs data, are prices
paid by Argentinian importers to foreign sellers at the border (i.e. exclusive of any tariffs that
may be in place). To capture the extensive margin, we regress either the annual number of firms
importing at the (HS11-unit-origin) product level on product and period fixed effects, or the annual
products per firm on firm and period fixed effects.

Figure 2 plots the values of the recovered period dummies. We find a large decrease in import
quantities both within firm-product combinations and on both extensive margins, and an increase
in import prices during the DJAI period. All four revert in the post period when the DJAI was
repealed.17 Given that the DJAI system, by rejecting import requests, has the flavor of a generic
quantity restriction, the fact the prices rise rather than fall is surprising coming from a neoclassical
benchmark.

But of course, these patterns may not be the result of the DJAI system as prices may have
been changing for other reasons, for example substantial fluctuations in exchange rates such as the
large depreciation of the formal exchange rate at the start of the post period. Additionally, the
system of mandatory import requests imposed some small administrative costs on firms that may
have driven initial price rises between the pre and during periods.

As a first step to making causal statements, we explore the behavior of quantities and prices

17Within a firm and product, quantities fell on average by 0.629 log points (46.7%) between the period before
DJAI (2011) and the period policy period (2012-2014), and prices rose by 0.053 log points (5.4%). After the DJAI
policy ended, imported quantities increased but still remained 0.334 log points (28.4%) below the 2011 level although
prices rebounded.
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Figure 2: Quantities and Prices Pre, During, and Post the DJAI

Notes: Top row shows plots of the µt fixed effects from estimating yfit = µt + µfi + εfit where t is a period (pre,

during, and post DJAI), i a product, and f is a firm. The pre-DJAI period runs from January 2011 to January

2012, the DJAI system period from February 2012 to October 2015, and the post-DJAI period from January 2016

to December 2017. The left-hand-side variable is log total annual imported quantities in the left panel (qI) and

log import prices (quantity weighted) in the right panel (pI). The shaded areas are 95% confidence intervals. The

standard errors are clustered at the firm 4-digit HS code pair. Left panel of bottom row plots µt fixed effects from

estimating yit = µt + µi + εit where left-hand-side variable is the annual number of firms importing at the product

i level (i.e. HS11-unit-origin) and µi are product fixed effects. Right panel of bottom row plots µt fixed effects from

estimating yft = µt + µf + εft where left-hand-side variable is the annual number of imported products per firm and

µf are firm f fixed effects.
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across firms and products that were more or less restricted under the DJAI. To mitigate the most
obvious reverse causation concerns, we group each firm-product into quartiles of predicted approval
rates based on their pre-DJAI characteristics using the estimates from column 1 of Table 3. For
example, the bottom quartile is composed of firm-product pairs whose characteristics before the
policy started made them less likely to have their imports approved during the policy period. We
then regress log annual import quantity and quantity-weighted average prices on firm-product fixed
effects and period dummies for each group, and plot the coefficients on the period dummies in the
first two panels of Figure 3. The plots reveal that firm-product pairs where the policy was more
stringent experienced larger reductions in import quantities (left panel) and higher increases in
prices (middle panel) during the DJAI period compared to firm-product pairs where the policy was
less stringent, with this pattern partially unwinding post DJAI, at least for quantities.

If these price effects are causal, as we seek to show in the next section, rising prices for targeted
products suggest that the terms of trade deteriorate rather than improve with DJAI-induced quan-
tity restrictions. However, to fully establish such a claim, we need to measure not only relative
effects on more and less-heavily targeted sectors but also impacts on export prices vis-a-vis import
prices. As an additional input to such an analysis, the third panel of Figure 3 shows that export
prices are unrelated to the stringency of the DJAI policy. If factors were immobile across products,
such a relationship would be a necessary condition for terms of trade improvements. And we are
not aware of any models of trade policy where import prices rise in the sectors the policy restricts
the most, yet export prices rise relative to imports. Thus, the combination of our empirical finding
that prices rise alongside our knowledge of the mechanics of existing trade models pushes strongly
against the null hypothesis that DJAI-induced quantity restrictions improved the terms of trade.

While this difference-in-difference analysis comparing more to less heavily targeted firm-product
pairs across policy periods is more convincing than the simpler plots above, two substantial identifi-
cation concerns remain. The first is still reverse causation, the worry that approval rates respond to
changes in the firm’s or sector’s import value rather than vice versa.18 That said, given the policy
objective of restricting imports, this force would bias us to finding rising quantities and value in
more restricted firms and products. The second and perhaps more important concern with what is
ultimately a three-period panel analysis is that the firms and sectors targeted by the government
may have been on different trajectories or simultaneously exposed to other policies during this
period. Specifically, this period spanned both major policy changes by the Kirchner government
(e.g. restrictions on US dollar purchases by households) and subsequent policy reversals due to the
unexpected turnover in political regime when Macri won the election. Thus, firms and sectors that
benefited most between the first two periods may have subsequently been most harmed between the
last two periods and vice versa. We now turn to both exploiting additional sources of heterogeneity
in the application of discretionary trade policy and focusing on the variation over time within the

18Even though we use predicted approval rates based on pre-DJAI characteristics, these predictions come from
projecting approval rates during the DJAI period on pre-determined characteristics so reverse causation of this type
is still a possibility if correlated import shocks across products within firms or across firms within sectors led to the
changes in approval rates for these firms or sectors.
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Figure 3: Quantities and Prices Pre, During, and Post the DJAI by Quartiles of Predicted Approval
Rate

Notes: Plot of the period t dummies for each quartile of approval rates from estimating yfit = µQ1AR
t + µQ2AR

t +
µQ3AR
t + µQ4AR

t + µfi + errorfit where f denotes firms and i products. The periods are the distinct policy regimes:
pre DJAI from January 2011 to January 2012, during DJAI from February 2012 to October 2015, and post DJAI
from January 2016 to December 2017. The dummies group firm-products by their predicted approval rate during the
DJAI system (column 1 of Table 3), and the membership of a group is fixed over time. The left-hand-side variable
is log annual imported quantities in the top left panel (qI), log import prices (quantity weighted) in the top right
panel (pI), and log export prices (quantity weighted) in the bottom panel (pE). The shaded areas are 95% confidence
intervals. The standard errors are clustered at the firm and 4-digit HS code pair.

DJAI period—when such reversals are less plausible—with the combination of the two providing
more convincing causal evidence that the DJAI system restricted quantities and raised prices.

IV.B Causal Impacts Using Variation in Macro Imbalances Within the DJAI
Period

To answer the central question of whether DJAI-induced quantity restrictions improved the
terms of trade as would be the case in neoclassical trade models, we regress log prices ln(pfit) at
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the firm f product i period t level on log quantities imported ln(qfit):19

ln(pfit) = βln(qfit) + µfi + γt + µfit+ efit. (2)

As discussed in the previous section, for more credible identification we focus only on variation
within the DJAI period with t indexing the twelve quarterly periods spanning the first quarter of
2013 through the last quarter of 2015. µfi and γt are firm-product and quarter-year fixed effects
that capture firm-specific product characteristics and common time trends. We also include firm-
product specific linear trends, µfit. qfit and pfit are the total imported quantity for a firm-product
pair over period t and the quantity-weighted price for those transactions, respectively.20 Since we
log the quantities, and prices are derived from unit values that are only defined for imports that
are realized, we implicitly focus on the intensive margin. We turn to the extensive margin later in
this section.

We instrument quantities with a policy-induced demand shock coming from changes in the
discretionary import license approval rates that were the centerpiece of the DJAI policy the gov-
ernment used to restrict import quantities. Exploiting variation in trade policy within the DJAI
period provides some protection from potential biases coming from omitted variables related to
changes in wider policy regimes that the three-period pre-during-post analysis above was subject
to, overlapping as it does with political transitions. However, temporal variation in approval rates
within the DJAI period pose similar endogeneity concerns to the use of (predicted) approval rates
in the between-period analysis. Approval rates may respond to determinants of import quantities
and values, with policymakers adjusting how they treat a firm or product based on firm-product
shocks that are unobserved to us. Thus, we propose an instrumental variable strategy that exploits
plausible exogenous variation in approval rates coming form the interaction of pre-determined firm
and sector characteristics and external macro imbalances.

IV.B.1 Changes in the Targeting of Trade Policy During Periods of External Imbal-
ances

As shown in Section III.A, approval rates under the DJAI system fell, rose, and then fell again
alongside Argentina’s external imbalances as the government appeared to use quantity restrictions
as a tool to stabilize macroeconomic outcomes alongside reserve interventions and exchange rate
controls. Section III.B showed that approval rates also varied substantially across firms and sectors
in ways consistent with strategic policy preferences. If these two objectives conflict, we might expect
the government’s targeting of trade policy to change when external imbalances are worsening. For
example, if the government has an ordering of which firms to target by denying import requests, it

19Products i are once again defined as unique combinations of 11-digit HS code, origin country, and measurement
unit.

20Our choice of three-month periods ensures that our measures of total imported quantity capture both the
intensive margin of request size and the extensive margin of number of requests over a substantial period, reducing
the possibility that our inference is skewed by firms gaming requests. As shown in Appendix E, approved requests must
be imported within 6 months of the request and pass-through is almost complete within 3 months. For robustness,
we also present results using six-monthly variation.
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Table 4: Approval Rates and Lasso-selected Instruments

Linear Lasso Alt. Lasso
ARfit ARfit ARfit

ln(Reservest)× (ÂR
Q1-13
fh ) 0.0761***

(0.006)
ln(Reservest)× (ÂR

Q1-13
fh )4 0.0137***

(0.005)
(ln(Reservest))4 × (ÂR

Q1-13
Trade,fh)4 0.0000565**

(0.000)
(ln(Reservest))4 × (ÂR

Q1-13
Investment,fh)4 -0.139***

(0.048)
(ln(Reservest))4 × (ÂR

Q1-13
Ownership,fh)2 1.273***

(0.146)
Observations 991,571 991,571 994,998

Notes: TBA The standard errors are clustered by HS4-period and shown in parentheses. Asterisks

indicate 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) significance.

would be forced to go further down the list and also restrict imports in more-favored firms when
foreign reserves are particularly scarce.

To explore this hypothesis, we regress actual approval rates, ARfit =
∑
s∈t q

A
fis/

∑
s∈t q

R
fis, where

t is once again a 3-month period on interactions between external reserves, ln(Reservest), and initial
approval rates across firms and products, ÂRQ1-13

fh . Given that we have flat priors regarding how
the targeting may change with macroeconomic imbalances, we run a Lasso that chooses among
many potential instruments, with the potential instruments being interactions of various powers of

˙ln(Reservest) and ÂRQ1-13
fh . To further guard against endogeneity coming from firm and sectoral

trends, we construct initial approval rates ÂRH1-13
fh by projecting approval rates in the first quarter

of 2013—the earliest period in which approvals were recorded—on pre-determined firm and sector
characteristics from 2011 before the DJAI system was put in place (i.e. the predicted values
generated from the coefficients in column 2 of Table 3):

ARfit = f

(
ln(Reservest), ÂR

Q1-13
fh ;κ

)
+ µfi + γt + µfit+ vfit. (3)

Once again we include firm-product and time fixed effects, and we exclude the first 3-month period
from the estimation sample given predicted approval rates were estimated using that period.

Table 4 reports the results of this regression. Column 1 reports the simplest specification where
we impose the linear interaction ln(Reservest) × (ÂRQ1-13

fh ). We find a positive and significant
coefficient. As hypothesized above, firms and sectors with initially higher predicted approval rates
(i.e. those initially favored) experienced larger drops in approval rates when reserves fell. It appears
that, at least in relative terms, there was a reversal of fortune as the government, wanting to stem
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the outflow of foreign reserves, turned to also restricting imports of those firms and sectors it had
initially allowed to import more freely. Given our limited understanding of the relationship between
trade policy and macroeconomic imbalances, this is a result of independent interest.

Column 2 reports the Lasso estimate when we allow any power of approval rates to be inter-
acted with reserves (with the Lasso choosing instruments from the regressions of quantities on the
instrument that we show next). The Lasso selects ln(Reservest)× (ÂRQ1-13

fh )4 again with a positive
and significant coefficient suggesting the reversal in fortune has curvature. Finally, column 3 allows
for different firm characteristics to matter more as certain policy objectives are more quickly aban-
doned when reserves fall. We find that interactions with trade-related characteristics and ownership
drive our positive sign, to differing amounts.

IV.B.2 The Causal Impact of Discretionary Trade Policies on Quantities and Prices

We now turn to the main specification for the effect on log prices of changes in quantities induced
by the DJAI, instrumenting log quantities with the interactions between external imbalances and
initial approval rates discussed above. For the Lasso case in column 2 above, we have:

ln(qfit) = φln(Reservest)× (ÂRQ1-13
fh )4 + µfi + γt + µfit+ ηfit (4)

with the corresponding reduced form:

ln(pfit) = γln(Reservest)× (ÂRQ1-13
fh )4 + µfi + µt + µfit+ νfit. (5)

Why does this interaction serve as good instrument for a regression of price changes on DJAI-
induced quantity restrictions (i.e. specification 2)? As shown in column 1 of Table 4, it correlates
strongly with actual approval rates and so likely with quantities as required for us to have a first
stage. Column 1 of Table 5 reports this first stage, and the interaction between foreign reserves
and initial approval rates is strongly related to quantities with a first-stage F statistic of 182.9. The
positive sign of the coefficient means that positive shocks to approval rates lead to more imported
quantities; i.e. the restrictions during DJAI effectively served as quantity restrictions.

Turning to the exclusion restriction, the formal identifying assumption is that firms and sectors
with characteristics initially associated with high approval rates are not subsequently on different
trends that coincide with shocks to reserves. Recall from the discussion above that although
focusing within the DJAI period guards against omitted variables correlated with changes in policy
regimes, the government may still in part decide approval rates in response to firm-product level
shocks that are unobserved to us. Our instrument draws on predicted approval rates based on
pre-determined characteristics and actual approval behavior at the start of our DJAI approval
data—i.e. choices of firms and sectors made before the deterioration in foreign reserves. These
approval choices were then reversed in relative terms when external imbalances plummeted. Thus,
it is reasonable to think such a reversal was based on a desire to preserve foreign currency rather
than firm-product specific shocks that are inversely correlated with the shocks at the start of the
DJAI period, mitigating this specific endogeneity concern.

Of course, with only one temporal shock (the time path of reserves), we cannot fully eliminate
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Table 5: The effects of changing severity of DJAI quantity restrictions on prices within the
DJAI period

(1) (2) (3) (4)
1ststage Red. form OLS 2nd stage
ln(qIfit) ln(pIfit) ln(pIfit) ln(pIfit)

ln(Rest)×
(
ÂR

Q1-13
fh

)4
0.399*** -0.052***

(0.030) (0.018)
ln(qIfit) -0.193*** -0.130***

(0.001) (0.043)
Quarter (t) FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) trends Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1,269,350 1,269,350 2,058,989 1,269,350
K-P F-stat 182.9
C-D F-stat 175.4

(5) (6) (7) (8)
No Lasso Alt. Lasso Half-yearly ht FE
ln(pIfit) ln(pIfit) ln(pIfit) ln(pIfit)

ln(qIfit) -0.118*** -0.132*** -0.196* -0.0882*
(0.045) (0.042) (0.108) (0.053)

Time (t) FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) trends Yes Yes Yes Yes
HS2-time (ht) FE No No No Yes
Observations 1,269,350 1,274,619 708,503 1,269,339
K-P F-stat 165.7 73.0 34.1 131.3
C-D F-stat 157.7 68.7 29.4 125

Notes: The sample covers 3-month intervals from the second quarter of 2013 to the last quarter of 2015. The

predicted initial approval rate, ÂR
Q1-13

calculated from approval rates in the first quarter of 2013 and firm

and sector characteristics from 2011, is the fitted value from column 2 of Table 3. Columns 5-8 reproduce the

2SLS specification in column 4 with modifications. Column 5 relies on the linear interaction ln(Rest)× ÂR
Q1-13
fh

as instrument. Column 6 relies on Lasso with the alternative set of instruments. Column 7 replicates the

analysis over 6-month periods. Column 8 includes HS4-time fixed effects. The standard errors are clustered by

HS4-period and shown in parentheses. Asterisks indicate 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) significance.
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concerns that spurious trends beyond those captured by our µfi trends and µt fixed effects may
in part drive our results.21 However, we note two features of our analysis that are helpful in this
regard. First, foreign reserves fell substantially for the first 4 quarters before rising somewhat for
5 quarters and then falling again in the last quarter (see Figure 1b), so any confounding trends
would have to be highly nonlinear. One force that could generate such non linear trends is that the
types of firm with initially high approval rates may be more affected by macroeconomic instability
even outside the DJAI period, a possibility we can directly test using placebo specifications.

Second, this pattern of falling reserves followed by rising reserves meant that early in our within-
DJAI sample period the initially-favored firms are the ones relatively heavily restricted, a pattern
that reverses in the second half of the sample period. In contrast, in the between policy period
analysis we introduced in Section IV.A, the initially favored firms are the ones restricted relatively
less going from the pre-DJAI period to the DJAI period, a pattern that reverses going form the
DJAI period to the post period. Thus, confounding trends specific to more-favored firms over
this broad period in Argentina would bias our estimates in opposite directions in the within DJAI
period we conduct here and the earlier between analysis, at least if these trends are slow moving.
If we obtain similar price responses in both analyses despite drawing on very different temporal
variation, any such biases are likely small.

We now present our estimates of the impact of these DJAI-induced quantity restrictions on
prices, central to determining the terms of trade effects of these and related polices. Column 2 of
Table 5 reports the reduced form, a regression of log quantity-weighted prices on our instrument,
which shows that higher levels of DJAI restrictiveness due to the interaction between reserves and
firm and sector characteristics led to price increases. Column 3 reports the OLS regression of
log quantity-weighted prices on log total quantity imported (specification 2). We find a negative
relationship with an elasticity of -0.193 that is, once again, hard to interpret given the classic
endogeneity issues endemic to regressing price on quantities. Finally, column 4 reports the IV
regression, the ratio of the reduced form and the first stage, and finds that DJAI-induced quantity
restrictions increased prices with an elasticity of -0.130. A 10% drop in the quantity imported raises
firm-product prices by 1.3%.

Columns 5–8 report several important robustness checks. Columns 5 and 6 find similar elas-
ticities using the non-Lasso linear interaction specification and using the most flexible Lasso spec-
ification, where predicted approval rates are at the firm-characteristic level (i.e. columns 1 and 3
of Table 4). Column 7 finds a slightly larger coefficient when running at the 6-month rather than
quarterly level.

Our IV estimates, in contrast to our reduced form that shows prices rising with the policy
shock, impose that any impact on firm-product prices from the policy occurs through quantity
restrictions on that firm-product pair. Such an assumption may be unwarranted if impacts on
prices come in part through the entry and exit of firms in the same or adjacent product categories

21The time dimension in our panel is too short to two-way cluster the standard errors in our regressions both by
firm-sector (the level ÂR

H1-13
fh varies at) and by time. Reassuringly, we still find significant results when using a wild

cluster bootstrap along the time dimension.
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facing similarly restrictive policies, which would change market competition. Column 8 provide a
partial solution to this concern by including sector-time fixed effects, which control for potential
market-level impacts work through a common price aggregator at the sector level. Through the
inclusion of this control, our estimate captures the partial-equilibrium effect of the policy shock on
quantities at the firm-product level alone. Magnitudes fall slightly with the inclusion of these fixed
effects but remain negative and significant, suggesting that our previous elasticity estimates were
primarily working through restricting quantities as our exclusion restriction requires.

As previewed above, we can perform a placebo test to provide reassurance that our findings
are not driven by spurious trends, specifically that initially-favored firm-sector pairs are not on
different trends coinciding with macro shocks. Column 1 of Table 6 reports a simple placebo test,
rerunning the reduced form specification in column (3) but now on the post-DJAI sample (2016
through 2017). Unlike during the policy period, the interaction of reserves and initial approval
rates has no relationship with import prices in the post-DJAI period. Thus it does not appear to
be the case that the initially favored firms are simply the types of firm who are more affected by
poor macroeconomic conditions, a scenario that would violate our exclusion restriction.

While our instrumental variable regression shows rising prices with quantity reductions induced
by the DJAI, such a finding could be coming either from rising prices for truly identical varieties of
a product or from substitution into higher-quality varies—a mechanism noted by Krishna (1987),
Feenstra (1988) and others. While our definition of firm-product pairs at the firm-HS11-unit-origin
level guards against this concern, even within such narrowly defined objects quality upgrading
may still be occurring. For a subset of our sample we are able to match our data to Nielsen
Consumer Surveys for Argentina. Here we can observe whether the composition of barcodes within
firm-products changes with variation in approval rates, or more specifically, our IV variation.22

For completeness, Columns 2 and 3 of Table 6 repeat our analysis but on the extensive margin,
filling out the intensive margin dataset to now include all possible firm-product-period triplets
where we observe imports in at least one period during the DJAI. We replace the log total quantity
imported on the left hand side of the first stage (specification 4) with either: 1) 1{qIfit > 0},
a dummy for whether firm f imports product i at time t, or 2) ihs(qIfit), the inverse hyperbolic
sine of total quantity imported for firm f in product i at time t (that takes the value zero for
zero quantities but approaches log quantity for higher values). We apply the same instrumental
variables strategy as for the intensive margin and so project on the interaction between reserves
and initial approval rates. However, As new firm entrants are not in our data during the initial
period in 2011, we adjust specification (1) used to estimate predicted approval rates by interacting
all firm-level variables with dummies that take the value 1 if a firm is missing in 2011. Thus, for
these firms, we only use sector-level characteristics to determine predicted initial approval rates.

Similarly to the intensive margin quantity regressions, we see reductions in the probability a
firm imports product i and in the combination of intensive and extensive margins when a firm-

22This analysis is in progress. We also plan to address non-linear pricing by showing price impacts conditional on
order size and to explore the possibility of uncertainty premiums in the next draft.
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Table 6: Robustness and Extensive margin effects during the DJAI policy
period

(1) (2) (3)
Post DJAI Extensive
ln(pIfit) 1{qIfit > 0} IHS(qIfit)

ln(Rest)× (ÂRQ1-13
fh )4 0.0205 0.0362*** 0.260***

(0.035) (0.005) (0.026)
Quarter (t) FE Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) FE Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) Trends Yes Yes Yes
Observations 688,703 10,482,263 10,482,263

Notes: The sample covers 3-month intervals from the second quarter of 2013 to the

last quarter of 2015. It includes all possible firm-product-period triplets (with triplets

with no variation dropped). Column 1 re-runs the reduced-form specification on the

post DJAI sample (2016-2017). Column 2 reports the extensive margin. In column 3 we

use the inverse hyperbolic sine transformation of imported quantities as the outcome of

interest. The predicted initial approval rate, ÂR
H1-13

calculated from approval rates in

the first quarter of 2013 and firm and sector characteristics from 2011, replacing missing

firm-level variables with zeroes and interacting all firm-level variables with dummies that

take the value 1 if a firm is missing in the 2011 data. The standard errors are clustered

by HS4-period and shown in parentheses. Asterisks indicate 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1%

(***) significance.

product pair faces greater import restrictions, as generated by our instrument. Both effects are
highly significant.

The fact that prices rise with quantity reductions is surprising if one comes with the prior
formed from neoclassical trade models that are typically used to understand the effects of tariffs.
In those models, quantity restrictions improve the terms of trade by reducing import demand
and so moving foreign exporters down their (upward sloping) export supply curve. What might
explain rising prices? If there is imperfect competition or market power, import prices may increase
depending on the shape of demand, on how firms compete, and on which side of the market has
market power or better outside options. Before writing down and quantifying a model that includes
some of these features, we provide some supportive evidence by exploring heterogeneity in the price
responses with respect to observable correlates of buyer and seller market power as well as exploring
several alternative mechanisms.
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IV.C Potential Mechanisms

The finding of import price increases with quantity restrictions is consistent with imperfect
competition and foreign exporters holding market power. To explore this mechanism, we extend
the within-DJAI analysis from the previous section to study how the price effects interact with
proxies of market power or of the strength of outside options.

We calculate a measure that is arguably related to the relative bargaining position between
importers and exporters. Since we do not know the identity of the foreign sellers, the measure
is necessarily based on the identity of the buyer. Thus, we are in a better position to identify
situations where buyers may have a lot of market power than when sellers do. Specifically, we
define the share of each firm f in Argentina’s total imports from country of origin c and 11-digit
HS code j,

mfjc = f imports from c in HS-11 j
Argentine imports from c in HS-11 j .

The share m measures the size of the Argentine importing firm in each variety defined as a unique
H11-origin combination. If this share equals one then the firm is the sole importer in Argentina. A
share close to zero means that there is a large number of firms importing this product in Argentina.
Therefore, we would expect a buyer’s bargaining position to be increasing in m.

Table 7 extends Table 5 to include interactions with the buyer power share calculated in 2011,
the pre-DJAI period (instrumented by our IV interacted with m). We find that firms and products
with higher buyer power among Argentine importers see prices rise substantially less (column 1).
Column 2 presents an alternative metric of buyer power, whether or not the product is differentiated.
If so, we expect the supplier to potentially have hold up power. Indeed, prices only fall with DJAI-
induced quantity restrictions for differentiated products..

While these results very much suggest that the presence of imperfect competition and bargain-
ing lies behind our finding that prices rise with quantitative restrictions, there are other possible
explanations consistent with a competitive model. If reductions in approval rates raise the risk
exporters face or result in exporters charging uncertainty premiums, prices may also rise with
quantity restrictions. Under this explanation, we would expect that perishable products would
be most affected since customs delays or rejections will lead to these goods being unable to be
sold. Column 3 of Table 7 examines this hypothesis by interacting log quantity with a dummy
for whether the product is a perishable agricultural or food product. We find no support for the
hypothesis with the interaction insignificant and the wrong sign (i.e. the price rise is smaller for
DJAI-induced quantity restrictions on perishable goods). Another alternative explanation is that
the supply curve of exporters is downward sloping or that quantity restrictions lead to quality
upgrading.23 Analyzing these possibilities is work in progress.

23In the theory and quantitative exercise below, we do not place any restrictions on the sign of the export supply
elasticity, i.e., we allow for upward or downward slopping export supply. Our preliminary calibration, which disciplines
this elasticity from the empirical response of import quantities to the DJAI policy, yields upward slopping export
supply curves.
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Table 7: Heterogeneity in price and quantity effects depending on market power

mfi = Buyer power mfi Rauch differentiability Perishability (risk)
(1) (2) (3)

2nd Stage 2nd Stage 2nd Stage
ln(pIfit) ln(pIfit) ln(pIfit)

ln(qIfit) -0.202*** 0.16 -0.130***
(0.048) (0.106) (0.043)

ln(qIfit)×mfi 0.122** -0.310*** 0.038
(0.053) (0.098) (0.520)

Half-year (t) FE Yes Yes Yes
Firm-Product (fi) FE Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) Trends Yes Yes Yes
Observations 956,567 1,269,350 1,269,350
K-P F-stat 93.6 88.9 31
C-D F-stat 92.6 84.2 0.2

Notes: The sample is from the 2nd quarter of 2013 to the 4th quarter of 2015. The predicted initial approval rate,

ÂR
H1-13

, is the fitted value from Table 3. The 50% and 90% percentiles of m used for the elasticity calculations

in the last two rows are 0.0156 and 0.9975, respectively. The variable perishablei is a dummy that takes the

value one if the product is a perishable agricultural or food product and zero for every other product. We treat

a product as perishable if its 2-digit HS code is classified as having a high or medium degree of perishability in

Moïsé and Sorescu (2021). The standard errors are clustered by HS4-period and shown in parentheses. Asterisks

indicate 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) significance.

V Trade Framework

To capture the possibility that prices rise with the quantity restrictions imposed by the DJAI,
and potentially differentially so depending on importer bargaining power, we write down a trade
model featuring monopolistic competition, free entry, and import bargaining. In the tradition of
Venables (1987), the model includes a differentiated sector with monopolistic competition and an
outside good that determines the country-level wage. Thus, the model abstracts from general-
equilibrium effects on wage levels or the country’s terms of trade. So the model determines how
quantities requested, number of firms, and import prices change with the trade policies that we
observe.

Our preliminary quantification matches a version of the model to differences-in-differences
closely related to the empirical exercises of the previous section. Using the model, we calculate
the aggregate impact of the policy on quantities and import prices, and we show how bargaining
power mediates the impacts of trade policy. We describe here the main ingredients and results,
and relegate a detailed presentation to appendix F.
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V.A Setup

We assume a unit mass of homogeneous consumers with preferences over an outside good Z

that serves as numeraire and over the aggregate consumption Cω of sectors ω (corresponding 4-digit
sectors in our analysis below) :

U =
∑
ω

Bω
1
ν
Cνω + Z, (6)

where Bω is a sector-level demand shifter and ν measures the elasticity of substitution across
sectors. Each Cω is a CES aggregator of differentiated varieties within the sector, with a common
elasticity σ across the varieties and an associated price index Pω.

Each variety i in sector ω is sold to final consumers by a domestic firm combing domestic labor
and imported inputs qi through a Cobb-Douglas technology with labor share µω. Labor can be
used one-to-one to produce the numeraire Z and the wage is normalized to 1.24 Firms are ex ante
homogeneous and pay a fixed cost Fω to enter in sector ω. After entry, each firm automatically
meets with a foreign producer that supplies q using the following cost function:

Ψω (q) = Zωq
η+1
η , (7)

where Zω is a match-specific cost shifter that may vary across sectors.
Each importer requests an import quantity of q. Given a request made by an importer in sector

ω, the approval probability is αω (q). In most of the subsequent analysis, we parameterize the
approval rate function as constant-elasticity within the [0, 1] range:

αω (q) = min
[
φ0ωq

−φ1ω , 1
]
with φ0, φ1 > 0, (8)

where φ1 captures the penalty associated with larger requests. This function may vary both across
sectors and as a function of the request size. We assume that αω (q) is decreasing in q, so that
larger requests are penalized with a lower probability of full approval. As we show below, this
functional form and these parameter restrictions provide a good fit to the observed relationship
between approvals and quantity requested, with approval rates strongly decreasing in the quantity
requested over a given period (see Section VI.A below).

Conditional on an approved import quantity, the domestic firm hires labor to maximize profits.25

Given an imported quantity q and sectoral price index Pω, our assumptions so far imply that, given
this optimal labor hiring decision, the total revenues of the importer-exporter match are:

Rω (q;Pω) = AωP

σ(1−ν)−1
σ(1−ν)

1
1−µω σ−1

σ
ω q

(1−µω)σ−1
σ

1−µω σ−1
σ , (9)

where, as shown in Appendix F, Aω is a function of the demand shifter Bω and the elasticities.
After an approval, an importer-exporter mach that requested q units makes the total profits

Πω (q;Pω) = Rω (q;Pω)−Ψω (q) . (10)

24Thus, non-traded sectors correspond to µω = 0 and are absorbed without loss of generality into the numeraire
Z.

25In principle a firm could import less than what was requested, but it would never choose to do so because
α′ω
(
qRi
)
< 0. Empirically, approved requests and imports track each other very closely.
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The optimal quantity is chosen in expectation that the Argentinean government will approve
the request with some probability, and reject otherwise. I.e., the import request maximizes the
expected profits of the match, αω (q) Πω (q;Pω), with the importer-exporter match importing the
amount approved.26 To determine the import price, the domestic firm and the foreign supplier
bargain over the surplus Πω from a successful request, and set a transfer such that a fraction β

of these profits is retained domestically.27 The requested import price pIi is consistent with the
transfer that would arise in this ex post bargaining.28

V.B Definition of the Equilibrium

An equilibrium is given by firm-level quantities imported q∗ω, import prices p∗ω, and a price index
P ∗ω in each sector ω such that:

i) given the price index, quantities q∗ω maximize joint profits,

q∗ω = arg max
q
αω (q) Πω (q;P ∗ω) ; (11)

ii) the price index P ∗ω is consistent with free entry,

βαω (q∗ω) Πω (q∗ω;P ∗ω) = Fω; and (12)

iii) the import price p∗ω is consistent with a domestic share β in profits,

Rω (q∗ω;P ∗ω)− p∗ωq∗ω = βΠω (q∗ω;P ∗ω) . (13)

Conditions (30) and (31) in Appendix F show the closed-form solutions for q∗ω and P ∗ω . Knowing
these outcomes, we obtain the equilibrium import price from (35) and we recover the number of
firms making requests M∗ω that is consistent with free entry, as shown in (33).29 These closed-form
expression are used to quantify the model below.

V.C Discussion

The model generates the main outcomes from our empirical analysis: firm-level imports, import
prices, and number of firms making these requests, as a function of the approval rates. In the model
we abstract from firm-level variation within sectors and load the heterogeneity in policy variation
across sectors, which as we show below displays considerable heterogeneity. To link with the

26In principle firms could choose to import less than what was requested when a request is approved. However,
this behavior will not be optimal because the approval rate probability is decreasing in the size of the request, always
making it profitable for firms to request a quantity that will be imported if approved. Empirically, as we have already
argued, we observe that approved requests translate to actual imports almost one-to-one.

27This rent-sharing rule is consistent with assuming Nash Bargaining with zero outside options on both sides if
the negotiation breaks down.

28Strict capital controls during the period made it costly for firms to make payments different from those approved
by the government. Therefore, the exante transfer agreed upon by firms corresponds to the same value they would
have bargained expost.

29The price index P ∗ω consistent with free entry through 13 is by definition a function the equilibrium approval
rate αω (q∗ω), the number of firms making requests M∗ω, and the final consumer prices, themselves a function of the
imported quantity q∗ω and the price index through the inverse demand function for each variety. Therefore, q∗ω and
P ∗ω are used to solve for M∗ω from 13.
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previous empirical results, and with an eye on identifying the key elasticities, we now discuss how
these outcomes depend on the policy and on bargaining power.

Firm-Level Quantity In our previous empirical analysis, we related the approval rate of each
request to prices and quantities at the firm level. In the model, the approval rate equals the equi-
librium value of the approval rate function αω (q). In partial equilibrium, i.e., given the price index,
only the curvature of this function matters for import quantity requested and prices. Specifically,
the optimal quantity consistent with (11) satisfies:

εΠω (q∗ω;P ∗ω) + εαω (q∗ω) = 0, (14)

where εΠω and εαω are the partial elasticities of the profit and approval rate functions with respect
to the quantity requested. Expression 14 shows that, given the price index, the policy introduces a
quantity distortion into the firm decision as long as the approval rate αω responds to the request
size. Because larger requests drive down approval rates, i.e. εαω (q∗ω) < 0, a lower quantity than
the unconstrained optimum is chosen. When the approval rate is given by the isoelastic function
(8), the imported quantity is decreasing with the elasticity φ1ω.30 Naturally, firms who understand
that larger requests are penalized reduce their request sizes to a degree that depends on the penalty
elasticity.

Number of Firms In an equilibrium with entry, condition (14) is combined with free entry (12)
to jointly determine the firm level quantity q∗ω and the price index P ∗ω . Knowing these outcomes,
we recover the number of firms making requests M∗ω from the definition of the price index and the
inverse demand function for each variety. When the approval rate policy becomes more stringent
(i.e., a more negative εα), firms reduce their requests and make less profits; as a result, in the
empirically relevant case where substitution across sectors is lower than across varieties within
sector (ν < 1 − 1/σ)), the price index increases to restore free entry. Whether the number firms
increases is ambiguous, as the reduction in the approval rate and in the quantity supplied by each
firm are, to begin with, two forces already pushing towards a higher price index. As implied by
(33) in the appendix, when ν → 0 (corresponding to a Cobb-Douglas utility across sectors), the
quantity reductions are large enough to generate incentives for entry of new firms. However, with
sufficient demand reallocation through ν, the price index increase that restores free entry becomes
large enough to require firms to exit. Below, we calibrate ν to the match the empirical relationship
between the number of firms making requests and the elasticity of the approval rate function.

Import Price The previous discussion implies that firm-level quantities and sector price indexes
are determined independently from the import price. Once we know q∗ω and P ∗ω , we obtain the
import price per request p∗ω as the value ensuring that (13) holds. This value is a weighted average

30Equation (29) in Appendix F gives the solution for q∗ω from (14).
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between the domestic firm’s average revenue and the foreign firm’s average cost:

p∗ω = (1− β) Rω (q∗ω;P ∗ω)
q∗ω

+ β
ψω (q∗ω)
q∗ω

. (15)

A high bargaining weight of the exporter (low β) brings the import price closer to the revenue per
unit, whereas a high bargaining weight of the importer (high β) brings it closer to the average cost
curve. It follows that, given the price index, the bargained price can be decreasing or increasing
in the quantity imported q∗ω. Under the iso-elastic approval rate function in (8), the import price
increases with quantitative restrictions, captured by the elasticity φ1, whenever the bargaining
power is below a threshold. As shown in Section (F.4) in the Appendix, this threshold becomes
higher (making it more likely that the import prices will increase with the quantitative restrictions)
with an inelastic domestic demand (low σ) or with an elastic foreign supply (high η). Below, we
calibrate β to match the empirical relationship between import prices and quantities imported
within a sector.31

Rent-Sharing Parameter β and Welfare As we have just mentioned, through the lens of this
model, higher import prices in response to DJAI policies must reveal a low enough rent-sharing
parameter β. This parameter is important, because it affects welfare through two channels. A first
channel is the import price, by definition the (inverse) of the terms-of-trade (in exchange for each
unit of imports q∗ω, the domestic economy gives up p∗ω units of the numeraire good). Since we have
assumed that the imported quantity q∗ω is efficient for the importer-exporter match, β does not
affect how much the economy imports, but it affects how much the economy pays for imports. A
second channel is entry: from the equilibrium condition (12), a higher β is equivalent to a lower
entry cost, which directly maps to more entry and higher welfare.32

VI Preliminary Quantification

We now bring the model to the data. We proceed in four steps. First, we document that, as
we have just assumed in the theory, larger requests were penalized with lower approval rates. We
estimate this request size penalty by sector and time period (Section VI.A). Second, using an instru-
mental variable approach similar to the analysis of Section IV, we estimate the effect of changes in

31Our IV results showing a negative response of import prices to import quantities in columns 6 and 7 of from
Table 5 exploit policy-driven variation in import quantities across importers within sectors or products. Through the
lens of (15), the sector-time and product-time fixed-effects in these regression imply that they are best understood as
a partial-equilibrium derivative of the firm-level import price with respect to the imported quantity, ∂p

∗
ω

∂q∗
ω
, keeping the

price index P ∗ω constant. Our results in Section (F.4) in the Appendix imply that this partial derivative is negative
whenever β is sufficiently low.

32β is also important to determine the incentives to impose conventional protectionist trade policies. Specifically,
the incentives to impose tariffs are decreasing with this parameter. This can be seen by noting that, as β → 1, when
all the bargaining power lies with the importing country, a standard under-provision of differentiated goods due to
markups dictates that importers should be subsidized. In contrast, in the polar opposite case of β → 0, in which all
the bargaining power lies with foreign exporters, the home country has an incentive to manipulate import prices as
in the traditional analysis of strategic trade policy with foreign monopolists from Brander (1995). In this case there
may be incentives to impose tariffs depending on the rate of foreign price pass-through to the tariff.
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Figure 4: The Distribution of Approvals

(a) Transaction level (b) Half-year level

Notes: Binned scatter plots and a linear fit of the probability of full approval on the log of the quantity requested,
after residualizing both variables on product dummys. We define a product as a hs11-unit-origin triplet. In the left
panel we use the variables at the level of individual transaction requests. In the right panel we calculate approval
rates as the ratio of total approved quantities to total requested quantities over a 6-month period.

this size penalty on import prices, quantities, and extensive margin of import transactions . Third,
we use these responses to calibrate key model parameters, including the domestic bargaining power
(Section VI.B). Finally, armed with the calibrated parameters, we use the model for counterfactual
analysis (Section VI.C). We measure the effect of the DJAI policy on import prices, quantities, and
the extensive margin, and show these effects depend on the degree of bargaining power.

VI.A The Size Penalty of Import Requests

We first show that approval rates were related to the size of the request. Figure 4 shows
the relationship between approval shares and the log quantity requested. The left panel shows
this relationship at the transaction level, while the right panel reports these pattern at the firm
by product by half-year level (i.e. the approval rate is the quantity approved over the quantity
requested at this level). During the DJAI period (solid red), the approval rates were negatively
related to the size of the request, indicating that the government penalized larger request sizes. In
2015-2017 (blue), when the policy was lifted, this relationship disappeared. These features of the
request approval process provide support for the shape of the trade policy function assumed in the
theory.

Estimating the Size Penalty at the Sector-Policy Period Level We now show that there
was substantial heterogeneity in the size penalty across sectors (the shape of the αω (q) function
from the previous section). Consistent with specification (8), we run the following regression:

ARfit = φ0,h − φ1,hln(qRfit) + µfi + µt + efit, (16)
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where f identifies firms, i identifies products (11-digit HS by origin by unit of measurement triplets),
t identifies half-year periods, h identifies a 4-digit HS code, and µfi and γt are firm-product and
half-year fixed effects. The dependent variable ARfit , the approval rate, defined as in Sections III
and (IV) as the fraction of the total import quantity requested during a half-year period that was
approved. Thus, this policy measure includes information on both the frequency of requests and
the size of those individual requests, with the government not distinguishing between many small
requests close together and one large request.

The parameter φ1,h, captures the dependence of the approval rate on the request size. As
discussed in the previous section, this elasticity creates a quantity distortion. The parameter φ0,h

is the scale of the approval rate function, which impacts approval rates and profits but does not
enter the first-order condition (14).

Given the fixed effects, we identify the size penalty from variation in approval rates within
firm-product pairs over time (conditional on common trends). We estimate (16) separately for the
two policy regimes with available requests data: during the DJAI (from January 2013 to October
2015) and after the DJAI (January 2016 to December 2017), excluding the transition period. In
this way, we obtain values of φ1,h and φ0,h for each 4-digit HS category both during the DJAI and
after the DJAI period.

Figure 5 plots the distributions of the parameter estimates across 4-digit industries. There is
significant variation between in the magnitude of the size penalty φ1,h (left panel). During the
DJAI period, we estimate an average size penalty of 0.092, with bottom and top quartiles of 0.045
and 0.113, respectively. Afterwards, the distribution collapses to a mass at zero. The estimates of
the scale parameter φ0,h (right panel) also feature dispersion across products in the DJAI period.
The average is 0.774 and the bottom and top quartiles are 0.684 and 0.887, respectively. After the
policy ended, the distribution also collapses to a mass at one.

As shown in the appendix, the patterns in Figure 5 are robust in a number of ways. First, most
of the estimates are significantly different from zero at conventional levels. Second, the differences
between the DJAI period and the post-DJAI period hold if instead we estimate the parameters
separately for every year in the sample or for every quarter in the sample. Third, the pattern is
also similar if we estimate Equation 16 but with a fully-saturated set of fixed effects.

VI.B Calibration

VI.B.1 Preliminaries

We calibrate the home bargaining parameter β, the foreign supplier cost elasticity η, and the
elasticity of substitution across sectors ν using our empirical estimates of the price, quantity, and
extensive margin responses to the policy. We associate each sector ω in the model with an HS-4
sector h in our estimates and each time period with a half-year term as in the empirical analysis.
We use the estimates of the policy parameters φ0ωt and φ1ωt for each sector ω and half-year period
t from the previous section. We set the consumer demand elasticity to a central value from the
literature of σ = 3 (see e.g. Gopinath and Neiman, 2014) and the share of labor in production
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Figure 5: Estimates of the size penalty (φ1) and the approval level (φ0)

Notes: Histograms of the estimates of φ1,h (left panel) and φ0,h (right panel) by 4-digit HS code during the DJAI policy
(2013-2015) and after the policy (2016-2017). Estimates come from regressing ARfit = φ0,h−φ1,hln(qRfit)+µfi+µt+
efit where f is a firm, i is a product, h is a 4-digit HS code, and t is a half-year period. This regression is run separately
during the DJAI regime and during the period post DJAI. The variable qRfit is the total quantity requested. The
approval rate ARfit is the total quantity approved over the half-year period divided by the total quantity requested
during the same period. The parameter φ0,h is a 4-digit HS code fixed effect, φ1,h is an heterogeneous slope by 4-digit
HS code, and µfi and µt are firm-product and time fixed effects. Top and bottom 2% excluded for readability.

µ = 0.92 from aggregate data, which is obtained from a share of materials in output of 0.6 (Blaum
et al., 2018) and a share of materials that is imported of 0.13 (OECD input-output tables for
Argentina in 2011).

We obtain (β, η, ν) using the approach described below. The overall strategy for the calibration
is to choose these parameters such that the model replicates the responses of quantity imported,
prices, and number of firms to shocks to the policy parameter φ1ωt across products and periods
that we have shown in the previous subsection.

VI.B.2 Model Inversion

Before describing this approach, we note that conditions (30) and (33) in Appendix F along
with the import price expression in (15) give the closed-form solutions for the quantity imported
per firm q∗ω, the number of firms M∗ω, and the import price p∗ω as function of the policy parameters
{φ0ω, φ1ω} in (8), the fundamentals (sector-level demand shifters Bω, cost shifters Zω, and entry
cost Fω), the demand elasticities (across firms σ and across sectors ν), the production function
parameters (cost elasticity η and labor shares µ), and the bargaining power (β). Conveniently,
these expressions imply a unique mapping from the observed data by sector (quantity per firm,
number of firms, and import price) to the fundamentals given the demand and supply elasticities.
Specifically, the solution for (Zωt, Fωt, Bωt) can be obtained from:

Zωt = p∗Iq
− 1
η

ωt

(
(1− β)

1 + 1
η − φ1ωt

a− φ1ωt
+ β

)−1

(17)
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Fωt = Zωtq
1+ 1

η
−φ1ωt

ωt φ0ωtβ
1 + 1

η − a
a− φ1ωt

(18)

Bωt = Υ (Mωt, Fωt, Zωt, φ0ωt, φ1ωt;β, η, σ) (19)

where a ≡ (1− µ) σ−1
σ /

(
1− µσ−1

σ

)
and Υ is defined in the Appendix F.

We rely on this inversion to calibrate the model and also for the counterfactual analysis in the
next section.33

VI.B.3 Calibration Strategy and Results

As a first step, given a candidate value for (β, η, ν), we obtain the sector-level fundamentals
(Zωt, Fωt, Bωt) for the first half of 2013 (denoted by t = 0). That is, for each sector ω, use
conditions 17-19 to obtain (Zω0, Fω0, Bω0) from data (q̄ω0, p̄Iω0,Mω0, φ1ωt, φ0ωt). Then, in a second
step, keeping these sector-level fundamentals constant, we feed the estimated policy shocks φ1ωt

into the model and compute counterfactual equilibria for each ω and 6-month period starting from
the second half of 2013 (denoted by t ≥ 1). Thus, we obtain model-generated data on changes
in log quantities, log prices and log number of firms {∆ ln (qIωt) ,∆ ln (pIωt) ,∆ ln (Mωt)} induced
by the policy shocks. We then run in the model the three regressions that we have run in the
data: ∆ ln (pIωt) on ∆ ln (qIωt), ∆ ln (qIωt) on ∆ ln (φ1ωt), and ∆ ln (MIωt) on ∆ ln (φ1ωt).34 For the
regression of prices on quantities, we rely on their partial equilibrium relationship, as captured by
the import price expression in (15), which most clearly identifies the bargaining parameter.

We run these two steps for a set of combinations of (β, η, ν) and choose the parameter values
that minimize the sum of the squared deviations of the model-generated regression coefficients and
their empirical counterparts. The calibration results are shown in Table 8. The domestic bargaining
parameter is calibrated at β = 0.31, which implies that Argentine importers obtain about 30% of
the total surplus of the relationship. Intuitively, the model requires this low degree of bargaining
power to match the strongly negative average relationship between import prices and quantities
induced by the policy shocks. The calibrated value of ν implies an elasticity of substitution across
sectors of about 2. The elasticity of foreign supply is calibrated at 7.7. Figure 6 shows, at the
calibrated values, how each of the regression coefficients being matched responds to the parameter
that is most intuitively identified by it, as we have previously discussed.

VI.C Aggregate Effect of the Policy and Role of Bargaining

Having recovered the parameters we now turn to measuring the aggregate effects of the policy.
We start by calibrating a baseline version of the model that exactly matches the evolution of
import prices, quantities, and the extensive margin for each sector and 6-month period throughout

33To implement this inversion, we use data on sector-level (HS4) quantity imported per firm q̄ωt, import price p̄Iωt,
and number of firms making requests Mωt. For the former two variables, we use the fixed effects at the-sector time
level from a regression of each of these outcomes by firm and 6-month period on sector-time and firm fixed effects.

34We drop the first half of 2013 from the sample used to run these regressions, as this initial period was used to
calibrate the sector-specific fundamentals.
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Table 8: Calibration of Bargaining Power, Supply Elasticity and Substitution Across Sectors

Parameter Targeted Moment
Description Value Description Model Data

Home bargaining power (β) 0.31 Reg. coeff. pI on qI . -0.85 -0.71
Foreign cost elasticity (η) 7.77 Reg. coeff. qI on φ1 -0.11 -0.18
Substitution across sectors (ν) 0.52 Reg. coeff. M on φ1 -0.15 -0.25

Notes: The targeted moments are regression coefficients of (i) changes in log import prices on changes in log import
quantities (holding the price index constant), (ii) changes in log import quantities on changes in log φ1, and (iii)
changes in the log number of firms that make at least one import request on changes in log φ1.

Figure 6: Parameter Identification
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the sample (the pre, during and post periods).
To calibrate the baseline model, we again rely on conditions (17)-(19) to invert the model. We

obtain the sector-6 month period specific fundamentals (Zωt, Fωt, Bωt) from data (q̄ωt, p̄Iωt,MIωt, φ1ωt, φ0ωt).35

Because the number of requests is not defined in the pre-policy period, we employ data on the num-
ber of import transactionsMI , rather than requests as used in the previous section.36 Then, keeping
the fundamental parameters at the levels of this baseline model, we turn off the DJAI policy by
setting φ1ωt = 0 for all sectors and periods and compute the counterfactual outcomes (“no-policy”
model).

Figure 7 reports the effects of the DJAI policy on import quantities, prices and the extensive
margin (black solid line). It reports the difference between the baseline with policy (exactly matched
by the data) and the no-policy model-generated data for the different outcomes. We report this
difference by policy regime, computed as regime fixed effects. The calibrated model implies that
the policy led to a reduction in import quantity growth of 8 percentage points, an increase import
price growth of 20 percentage points, and a reduction in the growth in the number of importers of
32 percentage points.

Finally, we explore the role of bargaining power in mediating the effects of the policy. Setting
β = 0.9 and keeping all other parameters constant, we re-compute the equilibria in the baseline and
no policy models. Figure 7 reports the difference between the baseline (which is exactly matched by
the data) and the no-policy models for a counterfactual where Argentina has stronger bargaining
power, β = 0.9 (red dashed line). We find that, under the higher β, the policy is associated with
a decrease in import price growth. That is, the large increase in import prices obtained under the
calibrated β turns into a decrease when the Argentine importers have sufficiently high bargaining
power.

35In the pre DJAI half-year periods, the policy parameters are set to φ0ωt = 1 and φ1ωt = 0.
36Noting thatMI = α (q)M, we modify the model inversion procedure outlined in the previous section accordingly.
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Figure 7: The Effect of the Policy on Quantities, Prices and the Extensive Margin: Baseline vs No
Policy Model
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Notes: The figure reports the difference in the policy-period time effects between the baseline model and the no policy
model for various outcomes. More specifically, letting y ∈ {qI , pI ,MI} denote import quantities, prices or the number
of importers, we first regress log (ymωt) = µmy,r +µmy,ω +errormyωt, where t is a 6-month period, r ∈ {Pre,During, Post}
is a policy period, ω is an HS4 sector and m ∈ {b, np} indicates the outcome variable y was generated by the baseline
or the no policy model. The figure reports ∆µy,t ≡ µby,t − µnpy,t. The black line corresponds to the calibrated β while
the red dashed line features β = 0.9.

VII Conclusion

There are numerous accounts of discretionary trade policies that favor or punish particular firms
or sectors; e.g., differential enforcement of regulation, subsidies, or local content restrictions. How-
ever, estimating the determinants and consequences of these policies is challenging, as governments
do not publish statistics regarding the implementation of policies that are illegal under WTO rules.

In this paper, we study the discretionary trade policy adopted by Argentina in the early 2010s,
a period during which the government required prior approval for any import transaction. We
observe the universe of import requests as well the government’s approval decisions. In this way,
we can measure quantitative trade restrictions at the transaction level.

We first identify the drivers of the policy at both the firm and sector level. We find support
for determinants of trade policy that were consistent with the government rhetoric of promoting
investment and exports, as well as safeguarding the current account. We also uncover a novel
determinant of trade policy: the level of macroeconomic external imbalances. We show that these
imbalances not only affected the aggregate level of trade protection but also the dispersion across
firms and products. We leverage these determinants to assess the causal impact of the policy
on import quantities and prices. We find that the quantitative restrictions led to lower import
quantities and higher import prices.

These findings are inconsistent with standard trade models with perfect competition, and imply
some degree of market power of foreign exporters. We therefore propose a trade model with
bargaining between importers and exporters. We use the model to identify the degree of domestic
bargaining power from our empirical estimates of the price and quantity responses to the policy.
The estimated model implies a large aggregate impact of the policy, with import quantities falling
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and import prices sharply rising, as observed in the raw aggregate data. However, had Argentina
been a more dominant trade partner in the sense of holding higher bargaining power, the same
policies would have lowered import prices. Taken together, our findings suggest that the ability of
trade policy to improve the terms of trade can be limited by the weak bargaining power of firms in
developing countries.
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A Additional Figures and Tables

Figure A.1: Our dataset compared to OECD



Figure A.2: Imports, Exports, Reserves and Exchange Rates around the DJAI Period

Notes: The vertical lines indicate the first and last quarters when the DJAI system was in place. Top left: quarterly

value imported and exported from FRED (Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis). Top right: quarterly current account

balance and trade balance from INDEC (Argentinian National Institute of Statistics and Censuses). Bottom left:

average quarterly stock of foreign currency reserves excluding gold from FRED. Bottom right: average quarterly

exchange rate in the formal market (from BCRA, the Argentinian Central Bank) and in the informal market (from

Ambito.com).

Figure A.3: Estimates of the size penalty (φ1) and the approval level (φ0) by half-year period

Notes: Moments of the estimates of φ1 (left panel) and φ0 (right panel) at the level of the 4-digit
HS by half-year period.



Figure A.4: Event-study with control group

Notes: Notes: Plot of the ατ coefficients from estimating yift = ατ1(t = τ) · Th + µif + µst + µt + errorift

with t = 2011, . . . , 2017 and τ = 2012, . . . , 2017; i and f are product and firm identifiers, and h and s are
the 4-digit HS code and the HS section of product i. The indicator Th is 1 if φh is greater than the median,
and 0 otherwise. The membership to a group is fixed in time. The LHS variable is imported quantities (qI)
in the left panel and import prices (pI) in the right panel. The standard errors are clustered by firm.

Figure A.5: Pairwise correlations between firm and sectoral characteristics



Table A.1: Examples of product categories with high and low φ1

φ1 quartile 4-digit HS Description
1 2710 Petroleum oils, oils from bituminous minerals, not crude

8708 Motor vehicle parts and accessories
2711 Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons
2601 Iron ores and concentrates
3004 Medicaments

2 8703 Motor cars and other motor vehicles
3105 Fertilizers
8408 Diesel or semi-diesel engines
3808 Insecticides, rodenticides, fungicides, herbicides
8407 Reciprocating or rotary internal combustion piston engines

3 8517 Line telephony or line telegraphy apparatus
8704 Vehicles for the transport of goods
8471 Automatic data processing machines
8701 Tractors
4011 New pneumatic tyres, of rubber

4 8802 Aircraft
8502 Electric generating sets and rotary converters
8429 Bulldozers, graders, levellers
8428 Lifting, handling, loading or unloading machinery
7207 Iron or non-alloy steel

Notes: Top sectors (4-digit HS codes) by value imported in 2011 for each quartile of the estimated size
penalties (φ1). The top quartile, number 4, has the highest φ1’s and thus is the most restricted.



B Description of the DJAI Procedure

The DJAI procedure was ordered by Argentina’s Federal Public Revenue Administration (Ad-
ministración Federal de Ingresos Públicos, AFIP) on January 5, 2012, and entered into force on
February 1, 2012. Here we describe in more detail the steps involved in the procedure. The
information in this section is adapted from the World Trade Organization Reports of the Panel.

First, importers were required to file an Advance Sworn Import Declaration (DJAI) through
AFIP’s electronic portal. The DJAI had to be submitted prior to the issuance of an order form,
purchase order, or similar document issued to purchase items from abroad that were destined for
local consumption.

The DJAI had to specify detailed information about the prospective import. That included
value, quantity, origin, product code, measurement unit, and the name of the seller. We have all
those fields in our data except for the name of the foreign seller. The product code is a 11-digit code
that combines a 8-digit code from the NCM (Nomenclatura Común del Mercosur), and an extra 3-
digit code specific to Argentina. The NCM is based on the Harmonized System (HS). For example,
the 8-digit code 0901.11.10 contains coffee grains that are not roasted nor decaffeinated. The
11-digit codes split the beans further into arabica (0901.11.10.100) and robusta (0901.11.10.200).

A DJAI in “exit” (salida) status allowed the importation to proceed. Exit status on the DJAI
was also necessary for obtaining authorization from the Central Bank of Argentina to make pay-
ments in foreign currency. If a DJAI in exit status was not used within 180 calendar days from
initiation, the DJAI would be voided.

A DJAI would not enter “exit” status if a government agency entered “observations.” Goods
covered by a DJAI in “observed” (observada) status could not be imported into Argentina. A
number of governmental agencies could review the information in the DJAI were entitled to enter
“observations”:

• The Federal Public Revenue Administration (AFIP),

• The Secretariat of Trade (Secretaría de Comercio),

• The National Drugs, Food and Medical Technology Administration (Administración Nacional
de Medicamentos, Alimentos y Tecnología Médica, ANMAT), and

• The Planning Secretariat for the Prevention of Drug Addiction and the Fight Against Drug
Trafficking (Secretaría de Programación para la Prevención de la Drogadicción y la Lucha
contra el Narcotráfico, SEDRONAR).

In general, an agency could enter an observation within 72 hours after a DJAI had been registered
but the Secretariat of Trade had 15 working days to enter observations.

If a DJAI was in “observed” status, prospective importers could try to get the observation
lifted. To do so, they were required to (a) identify the entity that entered the observation; (b)
contact such agency in order to be informed of supplementary documents or information that must



be provided; and, (c) provide the information required. If the agency lifted the observation within
180 calendar days from initiation, the DJAI would proceed to “exit” status. If the observation was
not lifted within 180 calendar days from initiation, the DJAI would be voided.

C Timing of the end of DJAI

Figure A.6 shows the daily requested and approved values around the time the DJAI system
ended. A few days after the general election on 25 October 2015, and before the runoff election on
22 November, virtually all requests started being approved. The new government took office on 10
December with the DJAI formally repealed on December 21st. We see a significant spike in requests
(all approved) on that date. After that date, virtually all requests continued to be approved.



Figure A.6: Daily requested and approved values around the time the DJAI ended}



D Estimating the policy response using between policy period
variation

Table A.2: Quantities, Prices, and Approval Rates Pre, During, and Post the DJAI

(1) (2) (3) (4)
1st stage Reduced form OLS 2nd stage
∆ln(qIfit) ∆ln(pIfit) ∆ln(pIfit) ∆ln(pIfit)

ÂRfh ×∆1{QR}it 0.031∗∗ -0.025∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.007)
∆ln(qIfit) -0.344∗∗∗ -0.818∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.303)
Regime (t) FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Firm-product (fi) FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 356,062 356,062 356,062 356,062
K-P F-stat 6.2
C-D F-stat 34.2

Notes: Column 1 reports a regression of changes in log total import quantities on predicted approval rates under the

DJAI interacted with a variable that takes the value 1 when going from a regime that did not impose restrictions

on product i to one that did, the value -1 when going in the other direction, and 0 otherwise. Predicted approval

rate, ÂR, calculated from projecting approval rates between 2013–2015 on firm and sector characteristics from 2011

(fitted value from column 1 of Table 3). Column 2 presents a regression of log quantity weighted prices on the

same interaction. Column 3 presents the OLS of prices on quantities and column 4 the two-stage least squares

instrumenting quantity changes with the interaction. Standard errors are clustered by HS4-period and shown in

parentheses. Asterisks indicate 10% (*), 5% (**), and 1% (***) significance.



E Linking approvals to imports

In this section we argue that approvals were converted to imports. To do so, we run a regression
of changes in imported quantities on lags of changes in approved quantities.

Figure A.7 plots estimates of a passthrough regression of the form

∆ln(qIfit) = α+
7∑

k=0
βk∆ln(qAfit−k) + efit, (20)

where t is a month-of-sample, i is a product, and f is a firm. The figure plots the cumulative
partial sum of the βk coefficients and 95% confidence intervals. An increase in approvals of 10% is
associated with an increase in imports slightly under 4% on that same month, but also to subsequent
increases in imports so that after five months the accumulated increase is 10%. That is consistent
with the institutional characteristics that we learned about the DJAI, since a requested import
could only be converted to actual imports within 180 days of the initiation of the request.



Figure A.7: Passthrough from quantity approved to imported

Notes: Cumulative partial sums of the βk coefficients from the estimation of equation 20 and their 95%
confidence intervals. The value for zero months on the horizontal axis is β0, the one for one month is
β0 + β1, and so on. The standard errors are clustered by firm-product. The data is monthly aggregates in
2014.



F Theory Appendix

F.1 Demand

Direct utility is given by 6, with aggregate consumption equal to

Cω =
(∫

i∈J(ω)
c
σ−1
σ

i di

) σ
σ−1

. (21)

where J (ω) are the varieties in ω, with associated price index:

Pω =
(∫

i∈J(ω)
p1−σ
i di

) 1
1−σ

(22)

The price index in sector ω is a standard CES aggregator with elasticity of substitution σ over
an endogenous set J (ω) of varieties. Total expenditures in product ω are

PωCω = P
1− 1

1−ν
ω B

1
1−ν
ω (23)

Final demand per variety is:

ci = B
1

1−ν
ω P

σ− 1
1−ν

ω p−σi , (24)

From 24, inverse demand is:

pCi (ci, Pω) = c
− 1
σ

i B
1
σ

1
1−ν

ω P
σ(1−ν)−1
σ(1−ν)

ω (25)

F.2 Supply

Each variety i ∈ J (ω) is offered to final consumers by domestic firms combing labor li and
imported inputs qi through a Cobb-Douglas technology with labor share µω:

ci = lµωi q1−µω
i , (26)

where we assume µω σ−1
σ < 1 for the optimization problem over li to be well-defined. The cost of

labor is normalized to 1. The revenue function 9 then results from solving the problem Rω (q;Pω) =
maxli pCi ci − li. The constant entering in 9 is

Aω ≡
(
µω
σ − 1
σ

) µω
σ−1
σ

1−µω σ−1
σ

[
1− µω

σ − 1
σ

](
B

1
1−ν
ω

) 1
σ

1
1−µω σ−1

σ . (27)

Using the solution for this problem for li into 26 we obtain final consumption as a function of the
price index, the imported input, and parameters,

ci (Pω, qi) =
(
B

1
σ

1
1−ν

ω µω
σ − 1
σ

P
σ(1−ν)−1
σ(1−ν)

ω

) µω

1−µω σ−1
σ
q

1−µω
1−µω σ−1

σ
i , (28)

which we use later on.



F.3 Equilibrium

We can explicitly characterize the equilibrium conditions. To shorten some of the notation, we
define the following functions of the elasticities,

aω ≡
(1− µω) σ−1

σ

1− µω σ−1
σ

,

b ≡ η + 1
η

and of the fundamentals:

zω ≡
Zω
Aω

,

fω ≡
Fω
βωAω

.

The problem 11 in equilibrium condition i) is a concave optimization problem with an interior
solution as long as εαω (q) < aω < bω. Assuming the penalty function 8 , this is equivalent to
assuming φ1ω < aω < bω, which we impose. Then, using 7 and 9, the optimal quantity consistent
with 11 in an equilibrium where αω < 1 is given by:

q∗ω =
(
aω − φ1ω
b− φ1ω

Aω
Zω

(P ∗ω)
σ(1−ν)−1
σ(1−ν)

1
1−µω σ−1

σ

) 1
b−aω

. (29)

Using the solution for the price index resulting from 12 and the constant-elasticity form for the
trade policy function in 8, we obtain the {q∗ω, P ∗ω} that solves 11 and 12 expressed as function of
the policy parameters {φ0ω, φ1ω} , the fundamentals and the elasticities:

q∗ω =
(
fω
φ0ω

1
zω

aω − φ1ω
b− aω

) 1
b−φ1ω

, (30)

and

P ∗ω =

( fω
φ0ω

b− φ1ω
b− aω

) bω−aω
bω−φ1ω

(
zω
b− φ1ω
aω − φω

)aω−φ1ω
b−φ1ω

(1−µω σ−1
σ ) σ(1−ν)

σ(1−ν)−1

(31)

Next, having solved for these outcomes we can recover the number of firms that is consistent
with the price index. By definition, the price index 22 is P ∗ω ≡ (αωM∗ω)

1
1−σ pCi , which can be written

P ∗ω = (αω (q∗ω)M∗ω)
1

1−σ pCi (ci (P ∗ω , q∗ω) , P ∗ω) , (32)

where the functions pCi and ci are defined in 25 and 28. Replacing the solutions for q∗ω and P ∗ω from
30 and 31 into this expression, we obtain a solution for the number of firms:

M∗ω = Ωω

φ0ω

(
fω
φ0ω

1
zω

aω − φ1ω
b− aω

)−aω−φ1ω
b−φ1ω

( fω
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σ
σ−1aω

)

(33)
where

Ωω ≡
(
µω
σ − 1
σ

) 1−σ
σ

µω

1−µω σ−1
σ B

1
1−ν

σ−1
σ

(
1− 1

σ
µω

1−µω σ−1
σ

)
ω . (34)



Note that Bω appears on the right hand side of 33, through Ωω. Thus, this equation can be
inverted to solve for Bω given data on Mω, i.e., Bω = Υ (Mω, Fω, Zω, φ0ω, φ1ω). We employ this
mapping in the model calibration.

Combining (9), (7) and (15), the equilibrium import price is:

p∗ω = (1− β)Aω (P ∗ω)
σ(1−ν)−1
σ(1−ν)

1
1−µω σ−1

σ (q∗ω)
(1−µω)σ−1

σ

1−µω σ−1
σ

−1
+ βZω (q∗ω)

1
η (35)

F.4 Import Price and Policy Penalty

We characterize the effect of the request size penalty parameter on the import price in partial
equilibrium. From (15), define the function:

p∗ω (q;P ∗ω) = (1− β) Rω (q;P ∗ω)
q

+ β
ψω (q)
q

, (36)

Note that, φ1 enters p∗ through quantities and the price index. We are interested in the partial-
equilibrium response:

∂p∗ω
∂φ1

≡ ∂p∗ω (q∗ω;P ∗ω)
∂q∗ω

∂q∗ω
∂φ1

. (37)

We know from (29) that the second term in the right-hand side, ∂q
∗
ω

∂φ1
, is negative. From (35), the

first term in the derivative is:
∂p∗ω (q;P )

∂q
= −1

ζ
(1− β)AωP

σ(1−ν)−1
σ(1−ν)

1
1−µω σ−1

σ q
− 1
ζ
−1 + 1

η
βZωq

1
η
−1
, (38)

where ζ ≡ σ − µ (σ − 1). It follows that ∂p∗ω
∂φ1

> 0 when (38), evaluated at the optimal quantity
requested q = q∗ given the price index P ∗, is negative. I.e., whenever:

∂p∗ω (q∗;P ∗)
∂q

< 0 ⇐⇒ 1
η
βZω (q∗ω)

1
η <

1
ζ

(1− β)Aω (P ∗ω)
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1
1−µω σ−1

σ (q∗ω)−
1
ζ

At the same time, using the first order condition (14) for the quantity requested, we have:(
1− 1

ζ
− φ1

)
Aω (P ∗ω)

σ(1−ν)−1
σ(1−ν)

1
1−µω σ−1

σ (q∗ω)−
1
ζ =

(
1 + 1

η
− φ1

)
Zω (q∗ω)

1
η ,

this condition implies that the import price is increasing in the request size penalty parameter
whenever the foreign supplier has enough bargaining power:

∂p∗ω
∂φ1

> 0 ⇐⇒ β

1− β ≤
η + 1− ηφ
ζ − 1− ζφ (39)

where ζ ≡ σ−µ (σ − 1). Because the right-hand side of the inequality is increasing in φ and φ > 0,
it follows the next sufficient condition for ∂p∗ω

∂φ1
> 0:

β

1− β ≤
η + 1

(σ − 1) (1− µ) ⇒
∂p∗ω
∂φ1

> 0 (40)
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